A.A. CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Total Credits: 60

Requirements for Matriculants

COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Successful completion of CUNY/ACT Tests in Reading and Writing and the COMPASS Math Skills Test with passing examination scores or developmental courses may be required.

One (1) Writing Intensive course in any discipline from any category below is required. Such courses are designated “W”. Participation in a Learning Community that includes ENG 12 also satisfies this requirement.

ENG 01200........................................................................................................................................3 credits
ENG 02400....................................................................................................................................................3
HE 01400 ......................................................................................................................................................1

A passing score on the CUNY Proficiency Exam (CPE) is required for graduation and must be taken following the completion of 45 credits.

DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS §
Introduction to Criminal Justice (POL 06300) .............................................................................................3 credits
Crime and Punishment (POL 06400) ..........................................................................................................................3
Constitutional Law (POL 06600) ..................................................................................................................................3
The American Legal System; The Courts (POL 06700) ............................................................................................3
Policing (CRJ 06900) or Corrections and Sentencing (CRJ 07000)..........................................................................3

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS — 32 credits
The following courses are specified to satisfy core studies requirements for the B.A. in Criminal Justice at John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Group A — ARTS AND HUMANITIES........................................................................................................12 credits
SPE 01100 or SPE 02100 and ART or MUS elective and PHI 07100 or PHI 07200 and a Literature elective selected from the following: ENG 03100 or ENG 03200 or ENG 03500 or ENG 07300 or ENG 07400

Group B — BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES....................................................................................12 credits
POL 05100 and HIS 05100 or HIS 05200 and SOC 03100 and SOC 03600

Group C — MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCES...............................................................................................8 credits
MAT 01300 and BIO 03300

ELECTIVES: 6 credits sufficient to meet required total of 60 credits
A computer applications course is recommended.

§ Consultation with the Program Advisor is required.